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1*1 INTRODUCTION;

- Ih. follwing report dates iron 30.12.84 ^  U ,Q2_ ^

-  The franewDrk R e s t e d  by th. General Secretary fra. „ead 0ffice 
provides the content in this report.

1,2 Broadening of th* p ^ f .« ^̂ B̂===5S=5̂ =5̂ =
- a n * *  October ^  ^  ^  ^  a ^  ^

Introspection to be able to understand, oor direction ^ d  role £or the
0  new year, 1985.

' A Serl“  °£ “ *■ —  streamline ideas on a n^ber of
important issues.

- C* the issue ofexpansion of the UDF in our region «  ted . nOTier of 
ideas.

~ It was seen as a fuiin~i= ^
. U U n e  ^  P i o u s l y  - notivated strategy tobroaden UDF.

UDF must of necessity develop and deepen its < u -*' * ■ eepen its base in the industrial
centre - P.E.: * *  also develQp ^

- -  concentrate on.** ^  o£ ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  

General Secretary needs to be freed fro, the a«sT O  a**,lstrative 
duties ~ « a U i " 9  his ability to do soley tor organisational wr*.

' S ^ f r c *  SeC" “ Iy' * “ * “  <* « *  — tlve (REC) s ^ l d  be
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1.3.1 Tvoe of Structures: *• .... —  ‘ : • •
r-- RFC: • A number of changes had been made on this level.

I . . . .

- _It was unanimously felt that the REE should acquire a more functional,- --
* interventionist* arid dynamic leadership c h a r a c t V r f : " 7' -: - r— *->y

‘ - All nominal position should be given organisational functions and 
unnecessary roles eliminated. . .. ..

- Different portfolios: 1 President - Co-ordinator of relations with 
patrons. 1 Vice - President - Co-ordinator of subcommittee and 
ccnmissions. 1 General Secretary - to fulfill the role of doing UDF 
organisational work. 1 Public Secretary - Represent UDF on the public

V

level. 1 Recording Secretary - to do Administrative duties. 1 Treasurer - 
TO maintain UDF funds. 1 Rural Organiser - To organise for UDF in 
rural areas.

-  RGC:

- It was felt that the structure of the RGC be maintained.
- Permanent representation is essential to ensure effective participation.
- The quorum procedure (50% + 1) needs to be redressed.
- Redundant or non-functional organisational must abstain themselves 

frcm the quorum - total to ensure continuity.
- A definite set of guidelines is needed to increase the poor participation 

of affiliates through the RGC.
1.3.2. Decision-making:

- Decisions are generally mace on the level of the RGC.
- However, not enough particiaption and ccrrmunication shown to organisations 

is mace frcra RGC representatives.
- The idea of an activists-forum .for all areas to evaluate developments 

and encourage the constant flow of ideas.
- UDF leadership needs to consistently speak to organisations on their 

individual needs to be able to strenghthen and nould the working relation* 
s h i p s . : .
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COfrgSSIONS:

- 4 Permanent commissions were set up to co-ordinate and spearhead UDF work in 
.•specific arenas of struggle. . / ..V - -
These ccmru-ssions will consist of representatives of the various areas'.'"”

.1
- Organisations and areas participate according to their particular needs.

. - The comnissions must meet consistently to develop a general UDF grocrarme 
of action' and to be able to evaluate progress. ~ •

- Ccrmissions: (1) Conscription and Militarization; (2) Removals and 
Relocation; 13) Education; (4) Housing.

- A co-ordinator for each was elected at the AGM.
- I.Y.Y. was seen at the AGM as a separate but also related issue; Youths 

will take leadership in spearheading the I.Y.Y. campaign.
- A 5th commission, namely a Ccrrmission on Reorganisation was setup to 

attend to issues: UDF structures; evaluation; education and training; 
policy; ideological and political questions.

- Its lifespan was seen-to last as long as the RGC wishes it to exist.

Subcommittees:

- The Finance and Fundraising Subcommittees will still exist; to be co
ordinated by Treasurer.

- A local fundraising progran me should be developed.
- All areas used need to participate.
- The media subcommittee nedds to be jacked-up and a Media-Officer { not the 

Pub. Secretary ) should be elected.
- The latter ccmmittee needs to have an ongoing and permanent programme of 

action.

1.4 Camoaicns;

- It was felt that UDF's programmes must contain strategic political campaigns,
C

but this should*constitute the’totality of our work.



- Regions should adopt campaigns according to their needs and abilities:
*.a critisism of previous campaigns was that we (local) over-extended
ourselves. ....

-.The MSC was seen'as an example. \4s,£.« ^ ... ...... ;•.;*£* 'S-
- The campaigns must reflect issues which contain" elements able to:.*

(1) Mobilize masses in action
- * (2) Organise ' (unorganised) people in every sphere of life. ... '

(3) Heighten political consciousness.
(<). Develop working class participation and leadership
(5) Deepen the class content of struggle
(6) Strengthen relations with unions and other non-affiliated 

organisations.
- The anti-election campaign was largely fought within the Coloured 

and Indian communities.
- The MSC was to seme extent an ambituous project, overtaxing activists 

and resulting in great.disillusion.
- it however gave us a fair number of grassroots contact and a deeper 

understanding of ccrrmunity needs.
- The closeness and somewhat vague relationship between the MSC and the 

Anti-election campaign also became'problematic.
- The anti-election campaign could not successfully involve organised’ 

labour to participate more effectively.
- Selectively, careful and sober analysis of our strengths and weaknesses

short-term and long-term goals: used to guide us in choosing
campaigns.

Rural Areas:--- = = = = =  t
Being an area of irrmen.se importance, UDF locally failed to build a 
significant ‘rural base ~ - - - - -  . . . .
Contact, communication and development have caused a great deal of 
problems.
Material resources and manpower are also problems.



For the purposes of expanding and strengthening our rural base, a 
Rural Organiser needs to be elected - to fulfill this task on a

r

fulltime basis.

A motivation for financial assistance fran Head Office needs to 
be drafted and a suitable person selected - preferably frcrn the rural 
areas.
Ties with affiliates in Cradock, Grahamstcwn, :Kirkwood, Alexandria 
needs to be strenghthened and a Rural Progra-nre of Action adopted. 
Relations with non-affiliates was seen as a major responsibilty of 
UDF.

With the churches relatively good relations were maintained, however 
our ties needs to be given an ongoing and permanent character.
Trade Unions outside UDF, was seen as a cardinal problem which needed 
serious attention.
UDF General and Public Secretaries have to develop guidelines as to 
hCM we will relate to such organisations.
Unions such as PQSATU, AFCWU, GWU, DWASA, have been operating with 
UDF on piecemeal issues in the past - no ongoing relationship.
UDF's local programme also to reflect working class issues quite 
clearly, hence the abstinance of such organisations.
Sports organisations such as SACOS remains to be a great stumbling- 
block with regards to our reach into the membership of it.
Several meetings with SACCS locally did not bear any practical fruits 
subsequently.
Only on one ocassion. joint activity really came to the fore with 
regards to SACOS AND FOSATJ.
It was resolved to set up structures to consciusly stimulate and 
encourage such "co-operation fin a much more structured fashion - the 
Secretaries should initiate such moves.
Scne indiviual clubs are affiliated to UDF.



A rural organiser is definitely needed.
A wide spectrum of areas are totally isolated and few organisations 
exist in rural areas.

* ** *'
'"A rural programme o£ action which will “incorporate genera 1/ccnron -issues
will have to be developed. 1 r :■ -

.•
The anti-election campaign failea to reach effectively out into these 
areai, simply because no organisational.machinery was put into effect. 
Removals were largely monitored by small groups outside UDF such as 
Grahamstown Rural Ccrrmittee.
Individual affiliates responded to seme removal-scenes - PE3C0 in the 
I'iot-herwel 1 issue.
There is a great lack of understanding as as appreciation of the importance 
of the renovnls-question.
The Removals: ana Relocation needs to be set up in rural areas with rural 
affiliates taxing lead therein.

Tricaneral Parliament and BLA

The most striking feature of the anti-BLA campaign in-.our region was that 
it was predcminan11y waged outside UDF.
The co-ordination of the campaigns in townships was weak, often not properly 
monitored.
PEBCO played a leading role in this regard.
The anti-tricameral parliaTient elections campaigns was taken up by UDF 
unlike the anti-BLA campaign.
The anti-election campaigns created a great deal of activity in the region. 
Mostly the Coloured and Indian ccrrcnunities were mobilized, although the need 
was seen to concentrate on the African majority also.
Hc^everr no-concrete issues could-be identified, as .rallying points.
The anti-election _vwpaign had the signifigance in the sense that it shared 
_“jnvon grounds for SACOS and FC&A’iV to co-operate with UDF . •
A great problem in the Coloured ana Indian ccrnnunities reflected ih this 

campaign was lack of incredible cormtunity and political' leadership in the



Mainly church ministers were taken as alternative leadership.

1.7 — Overall gains' of UDF: ‘ • • *•*

- UDF certainly introduced a new dimension into politics in the E-Cape.
_ It beca^ the political irouthpiece of the 'left' creating alternative

where no progressive mass-based structures structures exist.
_ ^  element of mass mobilization around UDF has not reached climatic*%•

stages upto date - because of the non-strategic nature of issues taken up.
- Only the anti-election campaign and the anti=BLA campaign succeeded in 

creating a climate to militate communities.
- The regional UDF also failed to project a clear alternative leadership

during these campaigns.
_ udf did not successfully reach the rural areas during the MSC; Anti-

election campaigns.
- The main thrust of UDF in 1985 is seen to be reflected in its progra^e

of action. Crucial in this regard will be:*
(1) The stimulation and sustainance of working class leadership.
(2) The effective and dynamic participation of organised labour.
(3) The surfacing" of a clear and formidable leadership.
(4) To expand UDF to be able to create rural units.
(5) To gear our prograrnce of action to the central task of building

organisation.
The report rrerely outlines broadly aspects which were discussed and focussed

— on in our region. —  -r . _ .

Yours in struggle

6> . i
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